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INTRODUCTION 
 
Around 20 farmers and industry representatives attended the fifth meeting of the Clyde 
Monitor Farm at Carstairs Mains.  Following the meeting a BBQ and tup viewing was held.  
 
AIM OF THE PROJECT 
 

 To improve the efficiency and profitability of the Monitor Farm and other farms in the 
area. 

 
AIMS OF THE THIRD MEETING 
 

 Suckler herd update 

 Liver Fluke - effective control and avoiding anthelmintic resistance. 

 Ram selection and the importance of EBV’s 

 Tup fertility and the use of teasers. 
 

 
UPDATE FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
Andrew Baillie provided an update on what had happened at Carstairs Mains since the last 
meeting.  He commented that since the last meeting things have been a lot better. 
 
Crops 
 

 The chicory that was sown on the day of the last meeting is looking better. It had 
been chocked out with fat hen and docks however they used the contractor’s whole 
crop header on the chopper to cut the weeds and carted them away. 

 Like many other producers, 1st cut silage yields were down and after being caught 
out by the rain, the crop was slightly wetter than hoped. 2nd cut has been secured 
and was drier and with greater bulk. 

 Following advice from the community group, a hybrid kale/swede mix has been 
established on the field next to the River Clyde. This crop is looking well and will be 
used for grazing the suckler herd once they are weaned and ewe hoggs. 

 The spring barley is looking a lot better than it was last year. As Andrew had run out 
of barley to feed the bulls, the combine had just started when we arrived at the 
meeting. The grain was coming off at 18 – 19% moisture. 

 There is now no visible difference in the spring barley field with the split fertiliser 
application rates. 

 Last year Maxammon was used to treat the barley with pleasing results. This year if 
the barley is dry enough it will not be treated. If not dry enough, Maxammon will be 
used again. 

 The potatoes in the let land will be lifted next week. This will allow Andrew to reseed 
the 40 ac behind them. This block will be put down to grass for 2 years. 

 
Cows 
 

 The bulls are still out with the cows and are nearing the end of their 3rd cycle. There 
have only been 3 or 4 cows seen bulling recently so hopefully the rest are in calf. 

 The heifers have been scanned following synchronizing and artificial insemination. All 
seem to have held to the AI at 82%. 

 The calves are growing well and creep feed has still to be introduced. 
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Sheep 
 

 The lambs have been weaned in mid July after clipping. All cast ewes have been 
sold.  

 In preparation for tupping all ewes have been treated with Zermex, fluke dosed and 
received a Crovect equivalent backline pour on. 

 Sponges will be put in in three weeks. 

 Andrew is increasing his sheep numbers this year and just over 300 head will be 
tupped. The Beltex and Texel ewes will be increased. The cross ewes will also be 
increased with hoggs and cast ewes purchased from Calla. 

 The first tup sales have occurred at Carlisle for Beltex rams. The shearlings average 
£1,000 for 8 with a top of £1,500 whilst the tup lambs averaged £700 for 5 with a top 
of £1,000. Kelso is the next ram sale on the 13th September Followed by Lanark. 

 
Labour 
  

 One of the main changes since the last meeting has been the full time employment 
Kenny O’Connor. Kenny has worked previously on stock farms with and has a keen 
interest in pedigree sheep. This full time position replaces the two part time relief staff 
who worked a total of four days per week and has allowed the increase in the sheep 
flock. 

 
MANAGEMENT GROUP FARM UPDATE 
 
At the last management group meeting, it was suggested that an update from members of 
the management committee would be beneficial for the wider group. Willie Harper, Gryffe 
Wraes farm, Bridge of Weir, Renfrewshire who is currently the chairman of the management 
group gave us an update on his farm at the meeting. 
 
Background 
 
Willie came from a dairy farm near Houston and left the family farm to take on the near 
neighbouring Gryffe Wraes on a SLDT. Following many renewals of the SLDT and seasonal 
arrangements, Willie now farms 650 acres on an SLDT and contract farms another block for 
the estate. 
 
Crops 
 

 70 ac Winter Barley, 140 ac Spring barley 

 ¼ of the grain is normally sold off farm to neighbours. Combining harvesting is about 
to commence. 

 All straw is used on farm. 

 The land varies from free draining arable to rolling permanent pasture. Some 
cropping land is 10 ft above sea level. 

 
Suckler Cows 
 

 220 spring calving suckler cows. Calving takes place from March onwards for two 
months. 

 The herd breeds its own replacements which are a cross of Simmental and Angus. 
Charolais bulls are used on cows deemed not suitable to breed replacements. 

 40 heifers are selected as breeding replacements each year. 

 Willie culls hard for undesirable traits and has a naughty field where cows go with 
their calves and are not bulled. Instead they are weaned early and culled in 
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September. Any cow which is light of a quarter, has a bad calving or poor 
temperament will find itself here. 

 Bull calves are left entire and finished intensively as bull beef. Heifers not required for 
breeding are housed towards the end of August and are finished intensively and 
killed before Christmas. Any lighter heifers are killed into the New Year. Previously 
Willie sold his heifers as stores. 

 The herd was closed for replacements however some Sim-Luing bulling heifers were 
purchased this year from a neighbour. 

 Cattle are treated for Scour and Lepto. They are Rotavac’d and treated with Rispoval 
4. 

 The herd is BVD clear however it was noted in the discussion that the purchased 
Sim-Luing heifers should have been blood tested and quarantined.  

 
Machinery and Labour 
 

 Willie has his own skeleton fleet of machinery (tractors, feed wagon, forklift etc) and 
shares major items of equipment with his brother (a dairy farmer) who farms in the 
vicinity. 

 In addition to himself, one full time worker is employed. 
 
Pneumonia 
 

 Willie has experienced high calf losses this year due to pneumonia in young calves 
outdoors in May and June. Huge temperature fluctuations during this time gave way 
to pasturella pneumonia in these calves. 

 As a result he is moving his calving period from the end of March until mid – June to 
now start on the 15th April next year. This is in a bid to calve cows down and get them 
outside quicker next year when hopefully plenty of grass will be available.  
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SUCKLER HERD UPDATE 
 
The group viewed the suckler cows and calves running with the Limousin bull. The cows 
calved down in April and May. Andrew explained his breeding policy in that he crossed the 
Hereford cross cows with the British Blue bulls to breed heifer replacements. He finds that 
the bull calves from the Hereford cross cows are easily finished and hit target weight quicker. 
All other cattle are mated with the Limousin bull. Creep had not yet been offered to the 
calves. A group discussion on creep feeding followed. 
 
Creep Feeding – Group Discussion 
 

 As Andrew wants to push bulls on, creep feeding should be offered now. 

 Feeding the calves is a very efficient use of the creep due to their high potential 
growth rate. 

 3-4kg feed = 1kg LWG so £1.00 of feeding = £2.40 in extra LWG 

 Creep feed should be good quality, at least 11ME, but need only be 14% protein as 
milk and grass will be high in protein. A good quality mineral should be included at 20 
g/hd/day 

 Creep should be offered: 
o If grass quality/supplies are declining 
o If cows are needing to gain condition, as calves will eat less grass, so more 

for cows 
o to get claves adapted to eating concentrate prior to housing 

 One group member only offers creep to his bull calves which are finished as bull 
beef.  

 Another suggestion was to put hay into the feeder to get the calves started quicker. 

 No one knew how much creep feed they used. Andrew will monitor how much creep 
he has used from now on.  

 Andrew intends to out winter the cows for as long as possible. The calved heifers will 
be housed indoors to give them a chance to regain condition. 
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LIVER FLUKE  
 
Liver fluke is not an issue on the monitor farm, however it is of huge significance to the wider 
community group with eight of the group present admitting to a liver fluke problem on their 
farms and half of those present carry out dung sampling for fluke. 
 
David Gibson from SRUC Veterinary Surveillance Unit in Perth led a very interesting and 
informative session of liver fluke control.  
 
Key Messages 
 

 Health Planning is important in controlling Liver Fluke. 

 Before dosing consider the target stage of the fluke and the time of year. 

 Be aware of what stage the flukicide kills. 

 Remember good dosing practise. 

 Testing for liver fluke (dung or blood) is important. 

 Quarantine dose all purchased stock with triclabendazole and closantel. 
 
Liver Dissection 
 
Lambs livers collected from Scotbeef the previous day were dissected in front of the group. 
Although only one of the livers showed initial visual signs of fluke damage, dissection 
showed that nearly all had adult fluke infestations. This meant that the lambs had been 
infected 10-12 weeks ago in May. 
 
David stated that sheep can recover from up to 60% liver damage however it may cause 
performance issues. Sudden deaths are caused when immature fluke (4-6 weeks after 
infection) cause severe liver damage. This is referred to as acute disease.  
 
Photographs: David Gibson, SRUC Vet Dissecting lambs livers.  
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Liver Fluke Control 
 
David highlighted the importance of health planning and being proactive about tackling liver 
fluke. Liver fluke can be combated on livestock farms by the correct control, testing, 
prevention and quarantine procedures.   
 
 When treating for liver fluke it is important to take into account the following; 

 Method of application – drench, injection, pour-on 

 Time of year and likely target stage of fluke 
o Acute disease in autumn (4-6 weeks after infection)– sudden death 
o Sub acute through winter – weight loss, ill thrift 
o Chronic late winter/spring - bottle jaw, ill thrift, open fleeced. 

 Mud snail becomes less active <10oC. 

 Period after housing 

 Withdrawal period of the product 

 Is a worm dose also required? Only use combi-wormers when required to avoid 
worm resistance. 
 

 What fluke products have been used in the past. 
 

o Triclabendazole TBZ (adults and immatures)- Fasinex, Triclacert, 

Triclafas, Combinex, Cydectin Triclamox, Fasimec Duo from 2 days old 

in sheep , 2 weeks old in cattle. 
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o Closantel (adults and immatures > 5 weeks old)- Flukiver, Closamectin, 

Supaverm, Mebadown Super 

o Nitroxynil (adults and immatures > 7 weeks old)-Trodax 

o Clorsulon (adults only) -Animec Super, Ivomec Super, Virbamec Super 

o Albendazole / Ricobendazole (adults only)-Albex, Allverm, Ovispec, 

Rycoben, Valbezan 

 Be aware of what stage of fluke each product kills. 

 Fluke treatments are not long lasting, stock can be re-infected after treatment. 

 It is important to look at the weather when formulating a control plan. 

 Sheep 
o Treat sheep in October, January and May  
o Repeat 4-6 weeks after October dose in high risk years  
o Use follow up dung testing to confirm efficacy 

 Beef Cattle 
o Treat after housing (2 weeks with triclabendazol, 6 weeks with 

closantel) 
o Out wintered cattle treat winter and spring 
o Use follow up testing to confirm efficacy 

 Use the fluke forecast for your area www.nadis.org.uk  

 Remember good dosing practise 
o Weigh and dose for the heaviest animal 
o Calculate the dose correctly 
o Make sure guns are dispensing the correct amount of the dose – Use 

a syringe to check 
o Get dose over the back of the tongue 
o Store and use products according to manufactures guidelines 
o Do not mix products 
o Do not overdose with the product especially with Trodax due to its 

narrow safety margin 
 
Testing for Liver Fluke 
 
Testing for fluke can give an indication whether or not fluke is present or if past treatments 
have worked. Tests can be run on both dung and blood samples. It also may be beneficial to 
have a post-mortem carried out on sudden deaths. Fluke infection identification methods are 
listed below;  
 

 Fluke egg count (FEC)on dung samples  
o Group or Individual screening 
o Can be used to investigate resistance 
o Eggs will continue to be shed for approximately 3 weeks post treatment. 

 Coproantigen ELISA test on dung samples 
o Identifies infection approx. two weeks sooner than FEC 
o Can be used to investigate resistance 

 

 F. hepatica ELISA test on blood samples 
o Confirms infection in the previous 10 moths 

 Post-mortem examination of all suspect or sudden deaths. 

 Abattoir feedback. Watch credibility of reports. 
  
  

http://www.nadis.org.uk/
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Prevention  
 

 Fence off, where possible, all areas prone to flooding and water courses. 

 Improve drainage through routine field drainage repair and maintenance.  

 Break soil pans to improve drainage by sub soiling/sward lifting. 

 Supply fields with water troughs rather than stock drinking from ditches, ponds or 
steams. 

 
Quarantine Dosing 
 
Avoid introducing resistant fluke to your farm by; 
 

 Treating purchased stock with more than one drug to reduce the risk. Eg. TBZ then 
Closantel 

 Keep stock off wet ground for 4 weeks 

 Check for efficacy of treatment by dung sampling post dosing. 
 
Confirming Resistance 
 
Many producers have suspected triclabendazole resistance following a poor response or 
stock losses post treatment. This may be a result of a number of factors; 
 

 Reinfection post dosing and acute disease causing sudden deaths. 

 The product has been unable to act correctly due to the extensive damage to the 
livers 

 Ineffective use of the product 
o Under dosing 
o Gun malfunction 
o Poor administration of product 
o Product not stored correctly 
o Product past use by date 
o Mixed with other products 
o Product not used correctly 

 Genuine Resistance 
  
A fluke egg count reduction test will confirm whether or not there is TBZ resistance on the 
farm. 

 Collect dung samples from animals at dosing 

 FEC to determine the number of fluke eggs present 

 Collect dung samples from the same group three weeks later 

 FEC to determine the number of fluke eggs present 

 Look for a >80% reduction in fluke numbers 
 
It is important to confirm TBZ resistance before you stop using the product. Address any 
immediate issues first in order to protect animal welfare and monitor the effects of any 
changes you implement. Discuss an on-going protocol with your vet. 
 
Further information -  Sheep  www.scops.org.uk 
             Cattle  www.dairyco.org.uk  

  

http://www.scops.org.uk/
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RAM SELECTION/EBV’S 
 
Katie Keiley from the Scottish Sheep Strategy gave a useful insight into ram selection and 
how Estimated Breeding Values are determined.  
 
Andrew is only in the second year of Signet Recording his flock and as a result of this his 
figures currently lie outwith the top 20% of the breed. There are only approximately ten 
Beltex producers who have started recording their flocks with the last seven years. The main 
driver for Andrew in becoming signet recorded was that he felt more and more purchasers 
were asking him at sales for performance figures on his rams. 
 
Summary 
 

 EBV’s are a useful tool to assist in the selection of stock rams. 

 As an industry the gap between top third and bottom third performance has widened 
significantly in the past 10 years both in kg of lamb produced per ewe and gross and 
net margins. 

 As it stands, the stratified sheep system in the UK is reliant on Hybrid Vigour and is 
more likely to select on looks rather than genetic potential.  

 Breeder information (scans, weights and measurements) are entered into the BLUP 
computer programme  (Best Linear Un-bias Predictor). The detailed results are 
expressed in kg, mm and % which is then expressed as an Index, £ or a number. 

 The BLUP programme takes environment, nutrition, trait heritability and parents and 
grand parents into account to ensure figures are reliable. 

 The Texel breed as an example has increased its average scan weight by 1.2 kg 
over the last two years (5.0 kg over the last 5 years). The breed index has increased 
by more than 20 over the last two years. 

 Work over 4 seasons, identified a £5 benefit per ewe from using High Index rams, 
compared to farmers choice rams (selected by eye) and an £11 per ewe benefit 
when compared over low index rams. 

 In a Suffolk only trial, an average gain of £1.93/lamb was achieved over three farms 
using high index rams. Over four years this is worth potentially £1,000/ram. 

 Index figures may allow a quick initial comparison of tups, but it is important look at 
the individual detail of each ram. 

 It is important to assess your ewes and identify what individual traits you need from 
your ram. For example;  

o A lamb finisher may require a ram with high Scan Wt EBV, High Muscle 
Depth EBV, Average Fat Depth 

o A store producer may require a ram with an ave. Scan WT EBV, high Muscle 
Depth EBV and an ave. to neg. Fat Depth EBV 

o To breed female replacements, a ram should have High Maternal Ability EBV, 
High Litter Size EBV, High Scan Weight, Average Fat Depth EBV. 

 Your own ewe assessment is critical. Different ewe breeds will require rams with 
differing EBV’s. 

 Consider the ‘accuracy’ of the EBV, ideally it should be over 70% to be robust.  Note: 
accuracy figures will be low in flocks or breeds that have just started recording. 

 
More info on EBV’s can be found at;  www.scottishsheepstrategy.org.uk 

www.signetfbc.co.uk 
www.basco.org  

 
  
 
 

http://www.scottishsheepstrategy.org.uk/
http://www.signetfbc.co.uk/
http://www.basco.org/
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RAM FERTILITY/ASSESSMENT 
 
Neil Laing of Clyde Vet Group stressed the importance of examining stock rams as well as 
purchased rams. His interactive session with the group ended in a practical examination of 
one of Andrew’s rams which are all semen tested and vet checked prior to sale. Rams 
destined for Lanark and Kelso were on display.  
 

 
 
A group competition was run on ranking a pen of four Beltex tups in order of their highest 
index. The winner was awarded voucher for £50 off the sale price of one of Andrews rams at 
Kelso or Lanark. 
 
The group then made comments on their requirements of a ram; 

 Be able to tup ewes (80) 

 As many in the first cycle as possible 

 Must last four breeding seasons 

 Be mobile 
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 It is as important to check stock rams as new rams to be bought.  A high proportion 
of fertility issues relate to existing stock rams. MOT rams at least 6 weeks before 
use. 

 If we want rams to work hard and tup 80 ewes, they need to be: 
o Fertile (tup lambs testicles should be 30cm; shearlings 35 – 45cm. Testicles 

should be firm to the touch and equal in size) 
o Get an idea of scrotal circumference before the sale. Use your hands as a 

guide.  
o Fit not fat. BCS 3.5 
o Have good libido (active; strong tup smell; dark purplish colouring up in tops 

of hind legs)  
o Be sound on feet and mobile 
o Free from brisket sores 
o Be able to see! 

 Teaser rams – will tighten lambing with more ewes cycling effectively (having had 
their silent heat lasting 6 days) in the first turn 

o Vectomise rams at least 1 month pre turnout.  
o Turn teasers out for 14-19 days prior to tup turnout. 
o Move tups away from ewes (1/2 a mile) for teaser tup effect to work. 
o Remove teasers from ewes when tups turned out. 
o Cross and hill breeds make the best teasers. 

 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
The next Clyde Monitor Farm meeting will take place on Wednesday 6th November at 
10.00am .  Lunch will be provided. 


